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FEATURED SELECTIONS
THE CATSKILLS

STEPHEN M. SILVERMAN, RAPHAEL D. SILVER

A look at the history of this New York vacation destination. The area has influenced the paintings of the
Hudson River School and the writings of Washington Irving and others. It became a popular destination first for
WASP vacationers, and later tuberculosis patients seeking relief from the city, and then Jewish families who
stayed in the resorts of the Borscht Belt, with their noted entertainers.
448 p., ill.

CITY ON FIRE

GARTH RISK HALLBERG

A novel about a disparate group of people, a shooting in Central Park, and the New York blackout in July,
1977. (The New York Times 100 Notable Books of 2015, Library Journal Best Books 2015: More of the Best, The
Washington Post: Notable Fiction Books of 2015)
903 p.

ART, ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
THE ART OF THE CON

ANTHONY M. AMORE

“The most notorious fakes, frauds, and forgeries in the art world.”

GOTHIC FOR THE STEAM AGE

264 p., ill.

GAVIN STAMP

A biography of George Gilbert Scott, who designed the Albert Memorial.

INVENTING THE NEW AMERICAN HOUSE

208 p., ill.

STUART COHEN

“Howard Van Doren Shaw, architect.”

248 p., ill.

MYSTERIES OF THE MALL

WITOLD RYBCZYNSKI

Thirty-four essays on a variety of topics, including architecture and modern cities. (Gift of the publisher)

THE WHITE ROAD

319 p.

EDMUND DE WAAL

The bestselling author of The Hare with Amber Eyes embarks on a journey into the history of porcelain.
401 p., ill.

BIOGRAPHY
CLEMENTINE
“The life of Mrs. Winston Churchill.”

EMPIRE OF SELF
“A life of Gore Vidal.”

SONIA PURNELL
436 p., ill.

JAY PARINI
464 p.

HEMINGWAY IN LOVE

A. E. HOTCHNER

The author recounts an affair that proved to be the downfall of Hemingway’s first marriage, that was related to
him by Hemingway himself.
172 p., ill.

ST. PAUL

KAREN ARMSTRONG

Armstrong, noted for her books on religion (The Great Transformation, Fields of Blood) turns her attention to
the life of St. Paul.
143 p.

TRAVEL
THE 500 HIDDEN SECRETS OF AMSTERDAM

251 p.,ill.

HISTORY & POLITICS
THE CATSKILLS

STEPHEN M. SILVERMAN, RAPHAEL D. SILVER

A look at the history of this New York vacation destination. The area has influenced the paintings of the
Hudson River School and the writings of Washington Irving and others. It became a popular destination first for
WASP vacationers, and later tuberculosis patients seeking relief from the city, and then Jewish families who
stayed in the resorts of the Borscht Belt, with their noted entertainers.
448 p., ill.

THE DEAD DUKE, HIS SECRET WIFE, AND THE MISSING CORPSE

PIU MARIE EATWELL

“An extraordinary Edwardian case of deception and intrigue.”

338 p., ill.

THE OTHER PARIS

LUC SANTE

The author takes us through the history of the seamier underside of Paris. (The New York Times 100 Notable
Books of 2015)
306 p., ill.

THE PRINTER AND THE PREACHER

RANDY PETERSEN

“Ben Franklin, George Whitefield, and the surprising friendship that invented America.”

281 p.

LOCAL INTEREST
AND THEN I DANCED

MARK SEGAL

“Traveling the road to LGBT equality.” A memoir by the founder of the Philadelphia Gay News.

CITY IN A PARK

302 p., ill.

JAMES McCLELLAND AND LYNN MILLER

“A history of Philadelphia’s Fairmount Park system.” (Gift of the author)

375 p., ill.

CITY WALKS PHILADELPHIA
Fifty self-guided walking tours on handy cards. (Gift of Richard R. Major)

50 maps (on cards)

MISCELLANEOUS
THE END OF MEMORY

JAY INGRAM

“A natural history of aging and Alzheimer’s.”

289 p.

MARK BITTMAN’S KITCHEN MATRIX

MARK BITTMAN

“More than 700 simple recipes and techniques to mix and match for endless possibilities.”

304 p., ill.

AUDIOBOOKS
THE GUILTY (Fiction)

DAVID BALDACCI

A former government assassin returns to his hometown in Mississippi when his father, a judge, is accused of
murder.
10 discs, 12 hours

THE INVENTION OF NATURE

ANDREA WULF

The author of Founding Gardeners and The Brother Gardeners brings us the story of explorer and scientist
Alexander von Humboldt. (Publishers Weekly Best Books 2015)
11 discs, 14 hours

THE WITCHES

STACY SCHIFF

The author of the bestseller Cleopatra takes us back to Salem, Massachusetts in 1692. Includes a PDF of
illustrations.
15 discs, approx.. 18 hours

DVDS
A HORSEMAN RIDING BY
An English miniseries set in Devon before and during the First World War. Adapted from the novels of R. F.
Delderfield.
4 discs, approx.. 11 hours, 13 minutes

FICTION
AVENUE OF MYSTERIES

JOHN IRVING

A Mexican boy, Juan Diego, grows up with a sister who is a mind-reader and believes she knows the future.
From the author of The World According to Garp, and A Prayer for Owen Meany.
460 p.

CITY ON FIRE

GARTH RISK HALLBERG

A novel about a disparate group of people, a shooting in Central Park, and the New York blackout in July,
1977. (The New York Times 100 Notable Books of 2015, Library Journal Best Books 2015: More of the Best, The
Washington Post: Notable Fiction Books of 2015)
903 p.

THE CROSSING

MICHAEL CONNELLY

Retired police officer Harry Bosch reluctantly agrees to help his half-brother, who is a defense attorney, with a
client who may have been set up.
388 p.

FATES AND FURIES

LAUREN GROFF

A look at one couple and their marriage over more than two decades. (The New York Times 100 Notable Books
of 2015, Library Journal Best Books 2015: Top Ten, The Washington Post: The 10 Best Books of 2015)
390 p.

THE GUILTY

DAVID BALDACCI

A former government assassin returns to his hometown in Mississippi when his father, a judge, is accused of
murder.
420 p.

THE JAPANESE LOVER

ISABEL ALLENDE

A young European refugee falls in love with a Japanese man in San Francisco, but they are torn apart by the
events surrounding Pearl Harbor. Despite their separation and his internment, their love persists through the
years. (Publishers Weekly Best Books 2015: Fiction)
321 p.

THE MAGIC STRINGS OF FRANKIE PRESTO

MITCH ALBOM

Talented guitar player Frankie interacts with musical greats such as Elvis and Little Richard, and discovers that
he and his talent can influence the lives of others. By the author of Tuesdays with Morrie.
496 p.

THE MURALIST

B. A. SHAPIRO

A young painter working for the WPA goes missing in 1940 and seventy years later her great-niece seeks
clues to her fate while working at Christie’s.
337 p.

NUMERO ZERO

UMBERTO ECO

In this thriller by the author of The Name of the Rose an Italian editor believes that the corpse of Mussolini that
was put on display after his capture in World War II may not have been authentic. (Also available as an eBook)
191 p.

THE PRIZE

JILL BIALOSKY

A partner at a successful art gallery copes with his rocky marriage and the mercurial nature of artists.

A SONG OF SHADOWS

349 p.

JOHN CONNOLLY

In this thriller investigator Charlie Parker finds himself coming to the aid of a single mother he knows little about
in a small town in Maine.
436 p.

A STRANGENESS IN MY MIND

ORHAN PAMUK

Pamuk, a winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, brings us the story of an Istanbul street vendor and his
longing for a girl he met once. (The Washington Post: Notable Fiction Books of 2015)
599 p.

THIRTEEN WAYS OF LOOKING

COLUM McCANN

A collection of short stories by the author of Let the Great World Spin. (The New York Times 100 Notable Books
of 2015)
242 p.

WHAT YOU SEE

HANK PHILLIPPI RYAN

In this thriller a flower girl goes missing before the wedding and a murder appears to have been recorded by
multiple cellphone cameras. (Library Journal Best Books 2015: Thrillers)
382 p.

A WILD SWAN
A collection of short stories reimagining fairy tales by a Pulitzer Prize winner.

MICHAEL CUNNINGHAM
000 p.

DETECTIVES
ALL DRESSED IN WHITE

MARY HIGGINS CLARK AND ALAFAIR BURKE

Laurie Moran and her television crew recreate the night a bride-to-be vanished in Palm Beach in hopes of
finding clues to her disappearance.
271 p.

CAREER OF EVIL

ROBERT GALBRAITH

The third mystery novel written by J.K. Rowling under her pen name.

497 p.

A CHRISTMAS ESCAPE

ANNE PERRY

The thirteenth Yuletide mystery from Anne Perry.

157 p.

DARK CORNERS

RUTH RENDELL

A novel of blackmail and murder from the late mystery master. (The Washington Post: Best Mystery Books and
Thrillers of 2015)
228 p.

DEVIL OF DELPHI

JEFFREY SIGER

A mystery set in Greece.

262 p.

HEIRS AND ASSIGNS

MARJORIE ECCLES

An English country house mystery.

216 p.

HOME BY NIGHTFALL

CHARLES FINCH

A Charles Lenox mystery.

294 p.

IN BITTER CHILL

SARAH WARD

In this debut mystery the kidnapping of two young girls in Derbyshire may be having repercussions more than
thirty years later.
314 p.

RED LINE

BRIAN THIEM

A police procedural set in Oakland, CA written by a former Homicide Section commander.

TRICKY TWENTY-TWO

362 p.

JANET EVANOVICH

The latest Stephanie Plum mystery.

292 p.
+ McNAUGHTON RENTAL

You may search the library’s full catalog by following this link: Athenaeum Catalog
You may browse the Athenaeum’s collection of EBooks, including many not available in print
in our collection, click here.
Having trouble accessing EBooks? Contact Lois Reibach for support.
(215) 925-2688 or lreibach@PhilaAthenaeum.org

HOW TO USE THE MAIL SERVICE OF THE CIRCULATION LIBRARY
For those members who wish to receive books by mail, please follow these directions.
When you have selected the books that you would like to receive, you may let us know
your selections by email or telephone:
Email: jilly@philaathenaeum.org.
Telephone: (215) 925-2688
Alternately, you may print out this list, check the items that you would like and send it by
mail or fax:
Fax: (215) 925-3755
Mail: Jill LeMin Lee
Librarian
Athenaeum of Philadelphia
219 S. Sixth Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Indicate how many books you wish to receive at a time, up to three, and the interval at
which you would like to receive them. A reserve list will then be established for you.
Please understand that some of the books are very popular and there may be a wait. You
will receive your books in a padded mailer. Please open the bag carefully so that it can be
reused. There will be a return mailing label in the book pocket in the back of the books.
The loan period is three weeks. When you are ready to return them, place them in the
mailer, cover the mailing label on the bag with the return label, seal the bag with staples or
heavy tape and put on the same amount of postage. Take the bag to the post office and
tell the clerk that the bag is to be mailed "library rate." We invite all stockholders to take
advantage of this wonderful service, if you do not already do so.
Picking up Books at the Library
Stockholders are always welcome to pick up their books at the library. If you wish to be
notified when a book is waiting, please let us know, and provide us with an email address
(or alternately, a telephone number where there is an answering machine), and we can
alert you when a book is waiting for you. If you are pressed for time, you may request that
a book be left for you at the front desk.
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